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Nº5

‘A bed so comfortable you won’t be able to resist an early night.’

Live fast, sleep slow. A bed for playing, for dreaming, for living. Made bespoke, for the everyday. The Savvy. 
A bed for real life. 

For delicious early nights, late nights, sleepovers and lay ins, your Nº5 features a topper of generous layers 
of plush cotton, with a soft wool outer layer, all wrapped in Savoir's trademark Trellis ticking.

Mood-calming natural materials make this a lullaby in mattress form, from the sumptuous layers of soft, 
moisture wicking and temperature-regulating wool, to the naturally bouncy, supportive horse hair layer, to 
the breathable cotton. Sleep is nature’s balm, and this bed is powered by nature. 

To create the ultimate foundation for self care, each Nº5 is handcrafted to order, in our Welsh bedworks. 
The pine and ply frame is nailed and glued, never stapled. The 7.5 turn springs of the box frame and the 
mattress are wrapped in calico pockets to maintain your ideal level of support and cocooning. Your 
bespoke headboard is upholstered in your choice of luxury fabric. The layers of wool, needled cotton, and 
hair are painstakingly arranged, before everything is hand finished, sewn and tufted to perfection. We put 
this much care into your bed because we know it will care for you back. 

CW TOPPER 

Core comprising generous layers of 
plush cotton

Soft wool outer layer

Natural case made up in our 
trademark Trellis ticking

MATTRESS 

Hand-tied 7.5-turn pocket springs

Hair pad with cotton and wool blend 
layer

Tape edge and hand side stitching

BOX SPRING 

Grade 1 pine frame, screwed and 
glued with Spruce plywood base

7.5-turn pocket springs

Hair pad with cotton and wool blend 
layer

The Savvy



savoirbeds.com

For further information, please view our showrooms page for contact details  
or alternatively, email info@savoirbeds.co.uk




